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Types of Molecules Claimed: Nucleic Acids

Sequence Structure
A polynucleotide sequence that encodes a 

polypeptide (cDNA/ Genomic)
Oligomers
Probes/Primers
Fragments
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Types of Molecules Claimed: Nucleic Acids

Function
Antisense/Complements
RNAi/Ribozymes/Triplex
Aptamers
Amino Acid Binding Domains
Immunostimulatory CpG Sequences
Transgene
Regulatory Sequences
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Types of Molecules Claimed: Nucleic Acids

Other
Accession Number
Single Polynucleotide Polymorphism
rs (Reference SNP) number
Biological Deposit
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Types of Molecules Claimed: Amino Acid 
Sequences

Structure 
An amino acid sequence
Oligopeptide
Specifically Identified Fragments
Accession Number
A polypeptide encoded by a polynucleotide sequence

Function
Nucleic Acid Binding Domains
Antibody
Dominant Negative Mutant
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Types of Sequences Claimed: Sequence 
Disclosure and Compliance

IF an application discloses a nucleotide or an amino acid sequence and 
(Sequences may be anywhere in the application including specification, drawings, 

abstract)

the nucleic acid sequence is a specific unbranched sequence of 10 or more 
nucleotides; and/or

the amino acid sequence is a specific unbranched sequence of 4 or more 
amino acids,

THEN the application must be analyzed for compliance with the sequence rules (37 
CFR 1.821-1.825). 

See MPEP 2422 for Sequence Compliance Requirements
www.cabic.com/bcp/060408/RWax_SRCPAI.ppt
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Types of Sequences Claimed: Accession 
Number

If a sequence is claimed by an Accession No, the specific 
sequence has to be disclosed in the specification.

If the specification does not disclose the sequence of the 
Accession No, the office may object to the specification.
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Types of Nucleotide Searching:
Accession No

If the sequence is added to the Specification 
It must be determined if the sequence has been properly 

incorporated by reference and adds no new matter. 

The sequence must be uniquely identified.

For discussion of incorporation by reference of a sequence, 
see the BCP presentations by Jean Witz at the Sept 2008 
BCP meeting 
(http://www.cabic.com/bcp/090908/JWitz_IBR.ppt) and 
Julie Burke at the June 2008 BCP meeting 
(http://www.cabic.com/bcp/060408/JBurke_SREI.ppt)

http://www.cabic.com/bcp/090908/JWitz_IBR.ppt
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Search Strategy

The sequence recited in the Claim is used as the search 
query.

The interpretation of a claim requires a sequence to be 
present and used as a query for a search of sequence 
databases.
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What is searched?

Claim interpretation
Complementary/Antisense sequences
Reverse Transcription/Translation
RNA reverse transcribed to DNA
Protein back translated to DNA
cDNA, genomic DNA 
Oligomer/primers/probes
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Smith-Waterman

Finds an optimal local alignment between two protein (p2p) or two nucleic (n2n) sequences.

Uses a two-dimensional matrix to look for the highest scoring alignment

Similarity score is calculated based on:
Comparison matrix: provides probability scores for all substitutions between pairs of 
residues

Gap penalties: cost of inserting or deleting residues in the alignment

There are two gap penalty models:
Non-affine: a single gap penalty value is applied to any unmatched residue
Affine: a penalty for a gap is calculated as gapop+gapext*l, where gapop is the penalty for 
opening a gap, gapext is the penalty for extending the gap, and l is the length of the gap.

Smith and Waterman, Advances in Applied Mathematics, 2:482-489 (1981)
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Search Request Considerations:
How much substitution does the claim allow ?



Search Request Considerations:
Does the claim allow for gaps?
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Smith-Waterman (cont’d)

In each cell, the algorithm stores the highest score of all possible paths leading to the cell

Each path can be described as a traversal of an automaton consisting of three states:

Match: two residues are matched
Insert: the query matches a gap to a database residue 
Delete: the query matches a residue with a gap in the database sequence

The path leading to the highest score can be of any length, and, by definition of a local alignment, doesn’t have to start at the 
beginning or end at the end of both sequences.  
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Translated Smith-Waterman

First translate the nucleic sequence into three or six reading frames, then align each frame independently to the protein 
sequence; in the results, indicate the frame that produced each high-scoring hit.
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Types of Nucleotide Sequence Searching: 
Standard Search

Query using the full length of the SEQ ID NO (up to 10 Kb in size) 
useful for finding full length hits.

hit size could be limited to a size range by requesting a “length-
limited” search (range provided by the examiner).

the search parameters are the default parameters-Gap Opening 
Penalty 10 & Gap Extension Penalty of 1.
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Types of Nucleotide Sequence Searching: 
Standard Search

Interpretation of the search results is needed to find 
fragments and genomic sequences. 

Fragments are buried in the hit list.

The presence of introns in the database sequence results 
in low scores.
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Types of Nucleotide Sequence Searching: 
Standard Search

For a large sequence, 10 kb or greater, multiple large 
subsections of the sequence are used as a query to 
search the databases. 

For a genomic sequence,
If exons and their boundaries are known, several exons 

are searched.
If exons are not known, multiple large subsections of the 

sequence are used as a query to search the 
database.
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Impact of Sequence Identity and Length

Adjustment of search parameters (e.g. Smith-Waterman Gap values) influences % 
Query Match value.
% Query Match value approximates overall identity
Mismatches 

- Varying Degrees of Percent Identity
Gaps

- Insertion or Deletions
- Gap Extensions

Wild Cards
Complements/Matches
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Types of Nucleotide Sequence Searching

Standard Oligomer: 
Prioritizes the longest uninterrupted hits.

Accomplished by significantly increasing the gap penalty.

The hit size could be limited to a size range by requesting a 
“length-limited” search (range provided by the examiner). 

Not optimal for finding small sequences that are 100% identical 
or complementary.
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Score Over Length Searching

Optimal for finding small sequences that are 100% identical or 
complementary.

Calculated by dividing the hit score by the hit length
hit “score” represents the number of perfect matches between 

query and hit.
The number of perfect matches relative to a hit’s length is 

calculated (Score/Length). 
hits then sorted by Score/Length value.

Hits with a Score/Length value closer to “1” are prioritized. 
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Publicly Available Databases: Nucleic Acids

GenEMBL
N_Genseq
Issued_Patents_NA
EST
Published_Applications_NA
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Publicly Available Databases: Proteins

A-Geneseq
UniProt
PIR
Published_Applications_AA
Issued_AA
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USPTO Databases Searched at the Time of 
Allowability

Published_Applications_NA
Issued_NA
Pending_Applications_NA

Published_Applications_AA
Issued_AA
Pending_Applications_AA
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Search Results

1

2

3

1: Query length/Perfect Score;
2: Gap Parameters;
3: Minimum and Maximum Length 
Limitations 
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Search Results

1 2

1:Score;
2:% Query Match
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Standard Search GenBank Alignments Against 
cDNA
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Oligomer Search GenBank Hit Table Against 
cDNA

Gap Penalties
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Oligomer Search GenBank Hit Table Against 
cDNA
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Oligomer Search GenBank Alignments Against 
cDNA
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Length-Limited (8 to 20) Oligomer Search 
GenBank Hit Table cDNA

Gap Penalties

Minimum & Maximum 
Length Limitations
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Length-Limited (8 to 20) Oligomer Search 
GenBank Alignments cDNA
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Claim 1

Claim:
An isolated polynucleotide comprising SEQ ID NO:1.

Claim Interpretation :
Comprising: must have all of SEQ ID NO:1, may include any flanking sequences, as in 

the claim above.

Consisting of: limited to only SEQ ID NO:1, with No flanking sequences.

Search Strategy:
A standard search looking for full length hits is performed.
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Claim 2

Claim:
An isolated polypeptide comprising SEQ ID NO: 2.

Claim Interpretation:
Comprising: must have all of SEQ ID NO:2, may include any flanking sequences, as in the claim 

above.

Consisting of: limited to only SEQ ID NO:2, with No flanking sequences.

Search Strategy:
A standard search looking for full length hits is performed in all the amino acid databases.
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Claim 3

Claim:
An isolated polynucleotide comprising a nucleotide sequence of SEQ ID NO:1

Claim Interpretation:
This claim embraces any fragment of SEQ ID NO:1 due to the language “--a nucleotide 

sequence of--.” 

This could be obviated by amending to read “--the nucleotide sequence of--.”

Search Strategy:
A standard nucleotide sequence search as well as a standard oligomer search is 

performed using SEQ ID NO:1 as a query.
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Claim 4

Claim:
An isolated polynucleotide comprising a polynucleotide with at least 90% identity 

over its entire length to SEQ ID NO:1. 

Claim Interpretation:
This claim encompasses any sequence that has 90% or higher sequence identity over 

its entire length to SEQ ID NO:1. 

Search Strategy
A standard search looking for full length hits is performed.

Hits having at least 90% identity will appear in the results.
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Claim 5

Claim:
An isolated polynucleotide comprising a polynucleotide encoding the amino acid 

sequence of SEQ ID NO:2. 

Claim Interpretation:
The claim encompasses any polynucleotide that encodes the polypeptide of SEQ ID 

NO:2.

Search Strategy:
SEQ ID NO:2 is “back translated” into a nucleic acid sequence, which is used as a query 

to search the nucleic acid databases . 
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Claim 6

Claim:
An isolated polynucleotide comprising a polynucleotide which hybridizes under 

stringent conditions to SEQ ID NO: 1.

Claim Interpretation:
Claim is interpreted as embracing any sequence with less than 100% 

complementarity or identity to SEQ ID NO:1. 

Search Strategy
A standard oligomer search as well as a standard search is perfomed.
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Claim 7

Claim:
An isolated polynucleotide comprising at least 15 contiguous nucleotides of SEQ ID 

NO:1. 

Claim Interpretation:
The claim embraces any fragment of 15 nucleotides or greater of SEQ ID NO:1. 

Search Strategy:
A standard oligomer search is performed with a length of 15 nucleotides set as the 

lower limit for a hit.
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Claim 8

Claim:
An isolated polypepide comprising at least 15 contiguous amino acids of SEQ ID 

No:2. 

Claim Interpretation:
The claim embraces any fragment of 15 amino acids or greater of SEQ ID NO:2.

Search Strategy:
A standard oligomer search is performed with a length of 15 amino acids set as the 

lower limit for a hit.
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Claim 9

Claim:
An oligonucleotide consisting of 8 to 20 nucleotides which specifically hybridizes to 

the nucleic acid sequence of SEQ ID NO:1.

Claim Interpretation:
The specification teaches that oligonucleotides which specifically hybridize need not 

have 100% sequence correspondence.  

Search Strategy
A Score/Length search is performed with 8 and 20 as lower and upper limits 

respectively.
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Claim 10:  Searching a SNP

Claim:
A nucleic acid comprising SEQ ID NO:1 where the nucleotide at position 101 is a T.  

Claim Interpretation:
The Claim encompasses any sequence comprising SEQ ID NO:1, with a T at position 101. 

Search Strategy:
A standard nucleotide sequence search is performed for SEQ ID NO:1. The examiner 

manually searches for any changes at position 101.
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Questions?

Ram R. Shukla
Supervisory Patent Examiner  Art Unit 
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ram.shukla@uspto.gov
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